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Skibotn trails
Discover and explore Skibotn! Exciting gorges, a powerful
waterfall and fantastic views are key attractions on this trip.
Here you can reach four trim caches (Hengen, Sledo, Svarteberget and Várdovárri) and a top-trip cache (Ádjit). The tour
is a loop along a marked path. The gorge and waterfall at
Hengen alone are worth the trip. It’s also a unique
experience when Olderelva forms a veil of water across the
mountain side at Sledo during the flood season. The route
to the top of Ádjit traverses terrain. Have a good trip!
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Trail description
We recommend parking at Skibotn hall. The trip can be
done as a loop. The four trim caches are: Hengen (2,4 km),
Sledo (4,2 km) and Svarteberget (2,2 km), Várdovárri (4,7 km).
All are blue trails. The top-trip cache is located on Ádjit (8,0
km - black track). The first kilometre follows paved roads
no matter which direction you choose. The trip to Svarteberget then follows a service road before it transitions to a
path. The walk towards Hengen goes by path. The trip
starts with a relatively steep climb, but between Sledo and
Vardovárri there is flat terrain. Over the Sledoelva river a
hanging bridge is placed every summer.
Nearby Outings
Lulledalen 3,1 km
Bollmannsveien/ Russeveien 9 km RT
Kielva - Elvestad 8,8 km
Strandpromenaden Okseneset
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